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WIMP annihilations
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• Self annihilations of Weakly Interacting Massive Particles (WIMPs) expected 
to produce γ rays detectable by the Fermi LAT.
➞ reviewed by L. Bergstrom and S. Profumo

• Focus on continuum emission from WIMP annihilations. 
• Explore representative channels to follow phenomenological approach, 

independent of any specific Beyond the Standard Model physics

Diemand et. al, APJ, 2006. 

Predicted DM signal



MW halo as a DM target 

• DM annihilation signal is expected to be high in the inner regions of our halo
– Sun is ‘only’ ~8 kpc away from the GC
– DM content of the Milky Way is high

• However, diffuse gamma-ray emission presents strong background 
+ there are no spectral or morphological smoking guns in this analysis!

Diemand et. al, APJ, 2006. 
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Fermi sky map - three year data.Predicted DM signal



γ ray diffuse emission as measured by Fermi-LAT

• Majority of the diffuse emission is due to CR interacting with the ISM
– three component in the LAT energy range: Inverse Compton and  

bremssthralung emission from cosmic ray electrons and decay of pions 
(produced in CR proton scatterings with the gas).

– many parameters needed to describe it: distribution of CR source, injection 
spectra, gas maps, CR propagation parameters... 
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Idea: fit the data in spatial and energy bins to break degeneracy among 
the two signals.  
➞ model simultaneously the conventional and DM induced diffuse 
emission while scanning over many parameters.

• at this stage we set DM limits rather than look for its signatures 
• ➞ conservative choices made.

DM limits
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Data set and Region of interest
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Su et al, 2010. 
Talk by D. Finkbeiner & posters by 

A. Franckowiak, D. Malishev, M. Su.
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Figure 1: DM profiles and the corresponding parameters to be plugged in the functional forms
of eq. (1). The dashed lines represent the smoothed functions adopted for some of the computations
in Sec. 4.1.3. Notice that we here provide 2 (3) decimal significant digits for the value of rs (⇥s):
this precision is su�cient for most computations, but more would be needed for specific cases, such
as to precisely reproduce the J factors (discussed in Sec.5) for small angular regions around the
Galactic Center.

Next, we need to determine the parameters rs (a typical scale radius) and �s (a typical
scale density) that enter in each of these forms. Instead of taking them from the individual
simulations, we fix them by imposing that the resulting profiles satisfy the findings of
astrophysical observations of the Milky Way. Namely, we require:

- The density of Dark Matter at the location of the Sun r� = 8.33 kpc (as determined
in [48]; see also [49] 3) to be �� = 0.3 GeV/cm3. This is the canonical value routinely
adopted in the literature (see e.g. [1, 2, 51]), with a typical associated error bar of
±0.1 GeV/cm3 and a possible spread up to 0.2 ⌅ 0.8 GeV/cm3 (sometimes refereed
to as ‘a factor of 2’). Recent computations have found a higher central value and
possibly a smaller associated error, still subject to debate [52, 53, 54, 55].

- The total Dark Matter mass contained in 60 kpc (i.e. a bit larger than the distance to
the Large Magellanic Cloud, 50 kpc) to be M60 ⇤ 4.7⇥ 1011M�. This number is based
on the recent kinematical surveys of stars in SDSS [56]. We adopt the upper edge of
their 95% C.L. interval to conservatively take into account that previous studies had
found somewhat larger values (see e.g. [57, 58]).

The parameters that we adopt and the profiles are thus given explicitly in fig. 1. Notice that
they do not di�er much (at most 20%) from the parameter often conventionally adopted in
the literature (see e.g. [2]), so that our results presented below can be quite safely adopted
for those cases.

of spherical symmetry, in absence of better determinations, seems to be still well justified. Moreover, it is
the current standard assumption in the literature and we therefore prefer to stick to it in order to allow
comparisons. In the future, the proper motion measurements of a huge number of galactic stars by the
planned GAIA space mission will most probably change the situation and give good constraints on the
shape of our Galaxy’s DM halo, e.g. [46], making it worth to reconsider the assumption. For what concerns
the impact of non-spherical halos on DM signals, charged particles signals are not expected to be a�ected,
as they are sensistive to the local galactic environment. For an early analysis of DM gamma rays al large
latitudes see [47].

3The commonly adopted value used to be 8.5 kpc on the basis of [50].
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• Astrophysical emission strong along the plane + Fermi LAT data revealed large 
scale structures at high latitudes (Fermi bubbles and Loop I) 

• ROI: 5o <|b|<15o and |l|<80o:
1. limit astrophysical uncertainty by masking out the Galactic plane and by cutting-out 

high latitude emission from Fermi lobes/Loop I
2. minimize DM profile uncertainty (the highest at the Galactic Center region)

• 24 months data, p7CLEAN_v6 event selection in the 1-100 (400) GeV energy 
range.



• Signal and background modeling is based on a series of physically-motivated 
parametrized template maps of the diffuse emission derived with the 
GALPROP code.

• We sample a grid of nonlinear astrophysical parameters while fitting a set of 
linear parameters of the diffuse emission.

– Non-linear (grid) parameters: chosen among the ones expected to be the most 
degenerate with DM component.

Modeling
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Non linear Parameters Symbol Grid values

index of the injection CRE spectrum ⇥e,2 1.925, 2.050, 2.175, 2.300, 2.425, 2.550, 2.675, 2.800

half height of the di�usive haloa zh 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 15 kpc

dust to HI ratio d2HI (0.0120, 0.0130, 0.0140, 0.0150, 0.0160, 0.0170) �10�20 mag cm2

Linear Parameters Symbol Range of variation

eCRSD and pCRSD coe⇥cients cei ,c
p
i 0,+⇥

local H2 to CO factor Xloc
CO 0-50 �1020 cm�2 (K km s�1)�1

IGB normalization in various energy bins �IGB,m free

DM normalization �� free
aThe parameters D0, ⇥, vA, �p,1, �p,1, ⇤br,p are varied together with zh as indicated in Table I.

TABLE II: Summary table of the parameters varied in the fit. The top part of the table shows the non linear parameters and
the grid values at which the likelihood is computed. The bottom part shows the linear parameters and the range of variation
allowed in the fit. The coe⇥cients of the CRSDs are forced to be positive, except ce,p1 and ce,p2 which are set to zero. The local
XCO ratio is restricted to vary in the range 0-50 �1020 cm�2 (K km s�1)�1, while �IGB,m and �� are left free to assume both
positive and negative values. See the text for more details.

are confident that this approach gives the desired statistical properties, i.e., good coverage and discovery power, also
in our analysis.

B. Free CR Source Distribution and constrained setup limits

In this section we introduce the first set of linear parameter, i.e. the coe⇥cients defining the CRSDs. The remaining
linear parameters will be introduced in the next section.

As noted in section II, CRSDs (for example the ones considered in [13]) can be modeled from the direct observation
of tracers of SNR, and so can be observationally biased. The uncertainty in the distribution of the tracers in the inner
Galaxy is therefore large and should be taken into account in the derivation of the DM limits. We therefore fit the
CRSD from the gamma-ray data, as described below.

Due to the linearity of the propagation equation it is possible to combine solutions obtained from di�erent CRSDs.
To exploit this feature we define a parametric CRSD as sum of step functions in Galactocentric radius R, with each
step spanning a disjoint range in R:

e, pCRSD(R) =
�

i

ce,pi �(R�Ri)�(Ri+1 �R) (4)

We choose 7 steps with boundaries: Ri =0, 1.0, 3.0, 5.0, 7.0, 9.0, 12.0, 20.0 kpc. The expected gamma-ray all sky
emission for each of the 14 single-step primary e and p distributions are calculated with GALPROP. It is also worth
noting that a di�erent GALPROP run needs to be done for each set of values of the non-linear parameters, since, for
a given e, pCRSD the output depends on the entire propagation setup. For more accurate output, especially in the
inner Galaxy, which we are interested in, GALPROP is run with a finer grid in Galactocentric radius R with dr = 0.1
kpc, compared to the standard grid of dr = 1 kpc. The coe⇥cients ce,pi are set to unity for the individual GALPROP
runs and then fitted from the gamma-ray data as described below.

In order to have conservative and robust limits we constrain the parameter space defined above by setting ce,p1 =
ce,p2 = 0, i.e. setting to zero the e, pCRSDs in the inner Galaxy region, within 3 kpc of the Galactic Center. In this
way, potential e and p CR sources which would be required in the inner Galaxy will be potentially compensated by
DM, producing conservative constraints. A second important reason to set the inner e, pCRSDs to zero is the fact
that they are strongly degenerate with DM (especially the inner eCRSD, see Figure 1). Besides slight morphological
di�erences, an astrophysical CRE source in the inner Galaxy is hardly distinguishable from a DM source, apart,
perhaps, from di�erences in the energy spectrum. To break this degeneracy we would need to use data along the
Galactic Plane (within ±5� in latitude) since these are expected to be the most constraining for the e, pCRSDs in
the inner Galaxy. However, the Galactic Center region is quite complex and modeling it is beyond the scope of the
current paper. We therefore defer such a study to follow-up publications.

1.925 - 2.8
2 - 15 kpc
12-17 ×1017mag cm2
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of tracers of SNR, and so can be observationally biased. The uncertainty in the distribution of the tracers in the inner
Galaxy is therefore large and should be taken into account in the derivation of the DM limits. We therefore fit the
CRSD from the gamma-ray data, as described below.

Due to the linearity of the propagation equation it is possible to combine solutions obtained from di�erent CRSDs.
To exploit this feature we define a parametric CRSD as sum of step functions in Galactocentric radius R, with each
step spanning a disjoint range in R:

e, pCRSD(R) =
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ce,pi �(R�Ri)�(Ri+1 �R) (4)

We choose 7 steps with boundaries: Ri =0, 1.0, 3.0, 5.0, 7.0, 9.0, 12.0, 20.0 kpc. The expected gamma-ray all sky
emission for each of the 14 single-step primary e and p distributions are calculated with GALPROP. It is also worth
noting that a di�erent GALPROP run needs to be done for each set of values of the non-linear parameters, since, for
a given e, pCRSD the output depends on the entire propagation setup. For more accurate output, especially in the
inner Galaxy, which we are interested in, GALPROP is run with a finer grid in Galactocentric radius R with dr = 0.1
kpc, compared to the standard grid of dr = 1 kpc. The coe⇥cients ce,pi are set to unity for the individual GALPROP
runs and then fitted from the gamma-ray data as described below.

In order to have conservative and robust limits we constrain the parameter space defined above by setting ce,p1 =
ce,p2 = 0, i.e. setting to zero the e, pCRSDs in the inner Galaxy region, within 3 kpc of the Galactic Center. In this
way, potential e and p CR sources which would be required in the inner Galaxy will be potentially compensated by
DM, producing conservative constraints. A second important reason to set the inner e, pCRSDs to zero is the fact
that they are strongly degenerate with DM (especially the inner eCRSD, see Figure 1). Besides slight morphological
di�erences, an astrophysical CRE source in the inner Galaxy is hardly distinguishable from a DM source, apart,
perhaps, from di�erences in the energy spectrum. To break this degeneracy we would need to use data along the
Galactic Plane (within ±5� in latitude) since these are expected to be the most constraining for the e, pCRSDs in
the inner Galaxy. However, the Galactic Center region is quite complex and modeling it is beyond the scope of the
current paper. We therefore defer such a study to follow-up publications.

• For each grid model we produce template maps which are then 
rescaled by linear parameters in the fit. Template maps:

– Galactic emission template maps (bremss, π0, IC) produced assuming CR sources 
to be distributed as a step function in Galacto-centric rings

• CR source distribution: poorly constrained in the inner Galaxy ➞ CRe and CRp 
source distributions are free linear parameter in each ring

– DM template maps
– Isotropic (extra Galactic emission

Modeling



• In addition we impose a constraint: cie=cip=0, for R<3 kpc.
– determination of the source distribution is not reliable in the inner Galaxy region 

in this analysis due to the limited ROI and grid parameters.

CR source distribution 
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• Fits at different grid points are compared using the profile likelihood method.
– for each grid point (different parabolas) we find a  likelihood function Lk; maximized 

over all linear parameters α, for every value of the DM norm, θDM.
– we construct test statistics (TS) wrt to the best overall likelihood 
– The profile likelihood is the curve that follows the minima of all grid/GALPROP 

models.
– assuming it behaves as a χ2 with one degree of freedom, we set the limits using the 

value of a DM normalization for which its value raises by 9/25 from the minimum.
• Minima of LogL functions is well populated, making it possible to set 3(5)σ DM 

limits marginalizing over many astrophysical models.

Fitting procedure 

LogLikelihood vs DM normalization for a 
fixed DM model and mass. 
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requirement niDM � 3
⇤
niDM > ni [54], where niDM is the expected number of counts from DM in the bin i and

ni the actual observed number of counts. It should be noted that the formula assumes a Gaussian model for the
fluctuations, which is a good approximation given the large bin size and the number of counts per bin we use in this
case (see below). The large Poisson noise present especially at high (> 10 GeV) energies due to the limited number of
counts per pixel, a�ects the limits for DM masses above 100 GeV, weakening them somewhat. To reduce the Poisson
noise, only for the present case of no background modeling we choose a larger pixel size so to increase the number of
counts per pixel. However, a very large pixel size would wash out the DM signal, diluting it in large regions, again
weakening the limits. We chose the case with a pixel size of about 7⇥ ⇥ 7⇥ (nside=8) since it gives a reasonable
compromise between the two competing factors8. In this way limits typically improve by a factor of a few with respect
to the case nside=64. Limits for DM masses below 100 GeV, instead, are only very weakly a�ected by the choice of
the pixel size in the range 1⇥ � 7⇥. Finally, again only for the present case of no modeling of the background, we use
an extended energy range up to 400 GeV. This, in practice, is important only for the µ+µ� case for masses above
100 GeV and when we consider FSR only (since the µ+µ� FSR annihilation spectrum is peaked near the energy
corresponding to the DM mass and thus can be constrained only by using higher-energy data). For the other cases,
instead, there is always significant gamma-ray emission below 100 GeV, either from prompt or IC photons and the
extended energy range does not a�ect the limits appreciably.

The limits derived from this analysis are discussed in Sec.VIII. These constraints are about a factor of 5 worse than
those obtained with a modeling of the background (see next section), which is in agreement with the estimate made
in Sec. III.

VII. DM LIMITS WITH MODELING OF ASTROPHYSICAL BACKGROUND

We derive a second set of upper limits taking into account a model of the astrophysical background. As described
in sections II and III, the approach we use is a combined fit of DM and of a parameterized background model and
we consider the uncertainties in the background model parameters through the profile likelihood method described
below.

A. Profile Likelihood and grid scanning

For each DM channel and mass the model which describes the LAT data best maximizes the likelihood function
which is defined as a product running over all spatial and spectral bins i ,

Lk(⇥DM ) = Lk(⇥DM ,
ˆ̂
⌅�) = max⇥�

�

i

Pik(ni; ⌅�, ⇥DM ), (3)

where Pik is the Poisson distribution for observing ni events in bin i given an expectation value that depends on
the parameter set (⇥DM , ⌅�). ⇥DM is the intensity of the DM component, ⌅� represents the set of parameters which
enter the astrophysical di�use emission model as linear pre-factors to the individual model components (cf. equation
5 below), while k denotes the set of parameters which enter in a non-linear way. Individual GALPROP models have
been calculated for a grid of values in the k parameter space. For each family of models with the same set of non-
linear parameters k the profile likelihood curve is defined for each ⇥DM as the likelihood which is maximal over the

possible choices of the parameters ⌅� for fixed ⇥DM (see [55] and references therein). The notation
ˆ̂
⌅� represents the

conditional maximization of the likelihood with respect to these parameters. The linear part of the fit is performed
with GaRDiAn, which for each fixed value of ⇥DM finds the ⌅� parameters which maximizes the likelihood and the value
of the likelihood itself at the maximum9 (for details about fitting linear parameters see section VIIC). However, since
building the profile likelihood on a grid of ⇥DM values is computationally expensive, we use an alternative approach
including ⇥DM explicitly in the set of parameters fitted by GaRDiAn. In this case GaRDiAn also computes the ⇥DM

value which maximize the likelihood (the best fit value ⇥DM0) and its 1⇤ error estimated from the curvature of the
logLk around the minimum. We then approximate the profile likelihood as a Gaussian in ⇥DM with mean ⇥DM0 and

8 The mask is always defined (and applied) at nside = 64. After applying the mask the data (and the models) are downgraded to the
larger pixel size.

9 Technically, instead of maximizing the likelihood, GaRDiAn minimizes the (negative of) log-likelihood, -logL, using an external minimizer.
For our analyses we used GaRDiAn with the Minuit [56] minimizer.
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E range (GeV) Energy cusp (CLEAN) cusp (SOURCE)
84.9! 89.5 87.2 -1.01 ± 4.42 -2.19± 4.30
89.5! 94.5 92.0 -0.79 ± 4.28 -1.53±4.29
94.5! 99.7 97.1 0.03 ± 4.64 4.37±5.26

99.7! 105.2 102.4 0.06 ± 5.04 3.05±5.77
105.2! 111.0 108.1 7.37 ± 5.73 8.61±5.95
111.0! 117.1 114.0 18.58 ± 7.25 21.80±7.57
117.1! 123.6 120.3 7.18 ± 5.82 7.19±6.03
123.6! 130.4 127.0 20.06 ± 7.75 19.78±7.61
130.4! 137.6 134.0 17.91 ± 8.38 10.82±7.83
137.6! 145.2 141.4 9.50 ± 6.78 16.71±7.50
145.2! 153.2 149.2 4.07 ± 5.73 3.07± 5.36
153.2! 161.7 157.4 1.70 ± 6.29 8.07± 7.14
161.7! 170.6 166.1 3.11 ± 4.50 4.34± 4.88
170.6! 180.1 175.2 3.08 ± 5.69 2.91± 5.90
180.1! 190.0 185.0 10.11 ± 8.18 7.07± 8.34
190.0! 200.5 195.2 3.99 ± 7.04 1.84± 6.46

TABLE 1

The template fitting coefficients and errors of the

diffuse gamma-ray cusp correspond to the right panel of

Figure 10 and right panel of Figure 12. The gamma-ray

luminosity in each energy range is shown in the unit of

keV cm!2s!1sr!1.

centering must change by ±0.25! to make unit change in
TS, so we take there to be 20 interesting spatial bins. For
single-line, o!-center fits we use a trials factor of 6000.
The local significance of the centered Gaussian tem-

plate is 5.0!, obtained by summing the significance of
each bin in quadrature (Table 1). After diluting the p
value corresponding to 5.0! by a factor of 300, we obtain
a significance corresponding to 3.7!. We note that, if the
line is real, an additional 40% more data will be enough
to obtain a 5.0! detection, even with the trials factor of
300.
The previous trials factor is for a line anywhere with a

range of widths. On the other hand, if one asserts that
the line pair is from "" and "Z dark matter annihilation
channels, the trials factor can be calculated as follows:
The two " lines could have been anywhere between

the Z mass and 300 GeV. There are 12 log-spaced bins
of width 10% in that range. Also, there is no additional
trials factor for a width; we simply have two lines, and
we let their two amplitudes float as a free parameter, as
well as the WIMP mass. There is also a factor from the
number of line-producing scenarios: we could have seen
a single line or two lines from "" and "Z or "Z and "h.
Considering these 3 scenarios, we assign a trials factor
of 36 for the single-line fits. For o!-center fits, we use
36! 20 = 720.

5. DETAILED SPATIAL PROFILE OF THE CUSP

The cusp template used in Section 4 is assumed to
be centered on the GC, and the choice of 4! FWHM
is somewhat arbitrary. We would like the data tell us
what template to use, but there are so few photons, it is
di"cult to make sense of an unsmoothed map of counts.
However, the smoothed maps indicate the cusp is slightly
o! center (to the W of the GC) and it is essential to follow

this up.
In this section, we consider individual photon events

(not maps) and assume the exposure across the GC is
slowly varying. We project the event locations into his-
tograms of # and b and study the distributions, finding
parameters of a best-fit Gaussian. In this way, we may
find the location, shape, and significance of the 130 GeV
feature in a way that is independent of the previous sec-
tions, though somewhat less principled because we do
not explicitly use the exposure map. We will not use the
results of this section to raise our claimed significance,
but rather to emphasize that the cusp is centrally con-
centrated, has a sharp spectrum, and is somewhat o!
center.
We model the background spectrum to be dN/dE "

E"2.6, with the amplitude in each bin set by the 10-50
GeV average. The exposure map is a weak function of
position and energy, and we neglect that variation in this
analysis. An index of #2.5 gives a significantly worse fit
by overestimating counts at 100 to 200 GeV. The $0

emission is closer to #2.7 at lower energies, but #2.6 is a
conservative choice, because assuming lower background
at 130 GeV would make any excess more significant.
We consider two spatial projections of the photon dis-

tribution in the inner Galaxy. For the longitude projec-
tion, we project the region |#| < 10!, |b| < 5!, in 0.5!

bins of # yielding a nearly flat distribution (blue line in
top panels of Figure 15). For the latitude distribution,
we project the region #5 < # < 2, |b| < 10, in 0.5! bins
of b, finding the emission near the plane dominates (bot-
tom panels of Figure 15). From this we immediately see
that the Galactic plane is much brighter than elsewhere,
but the Galactic center is not particularly brighter than
elsewhere in the plane at 10 to 50 GeV.
In order to test for the existence of a bump, we com-

pare the lnL0 for the null hypothesis to a model with an
additional Gaussian of FWHM F!, centered at #0 with
peak height A!. We compute # lnL $ ln(L/L0) and ex-
press results using the test statistic (Mattox et al. 1996),
TS = 2# lnL. The test statistic plays the role #%2

would play in a Gaussian problem.
In comparing the lnL of two models, one must account

for the fact that the two models reside in di!erent pa-
rameter spaces. In our case, the null model space is a
subspace of the other with 3 fewer parameters, obtained
by setting A! to zero. In this case, the TS distribution
is simply the %2 distribution for 3 degrees of freedom.
Using photons from all incidence angles, the addition

of a Gaussian improves the TS by 36. This is not a
6! result because of the 3 additional degrees of freedom.
Rather, the probability that TS would be 36 or higher is
p = 7.5! 10"8, corresponding to 5.25! local significance
(not including the global trials factor). The parameters
of the Gaussian are F! = 1.4+1.6

"0.4, #0 = #1.5 ± 0.3, and
an amplitude corresponding to 14.0 photons (red line,
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105.2! 111.0 108.1 7.37 ± 5.73 8.61±5.95
111.0! 117.1 114.0 18.58 ± 7.25 21.80±7.57
117.1! 123.6 120.3 7.18 ± 5.82 7.19±6.03
123.6! 130.4 127.0 20.06 ± 7.75 19.78±7.61
130.4! 137.6 134.0 17.91 ± 8.38 10.82±7.83
137.6! 145.2 141.4 9.50 ± 6.78 16.71±7.50
145.2! 153.2 149.2 4.07 ± 5.73 3.07± 5.36
153.2! 161.7 157.4 1.70 ± 6.29 8.07± 7.14
161.7! 170.6 166.1 3.11 ± 4.50 4.34± 4.88
170.6! 180.1 175.2 3.08 ± 5.69 2.91± 5.90
180.1! 190.0 185.0 10.11 ± 8.18 7.07± 8.34
190.0! 200.5 195.2 3.99 ± 7.04 1.84± 6.46

TABLE 1

The template fitting coefficients and errors of the

diffuse gamma-ray cusp correspond to the right panel of

Figure 10 and right panel of Figure 12. The gamma-ray

luminosity in each energy range is shown in the unit of

keV cm!2s!1sr!1.

centering must change by ±0.25! to make unit change in
TS, so we take there to be 20 interesting spatial bins. For
single-line, o!-center fits we use a trials factor of 6000.
The local significance of the centered Gaussian tem-

plate is 5.0!, obtained by summing the significance of
each bin in quadrature (Table 1). After diluting the p
value corresponding to 5.0! by a factor of 300, we obtain
a significance corresponding to 3.7!. We note that, if the
line is real, an additional 40% more data will be enough
to obtain a 5.0! detection, even with the trials factor of
300.
The previous trials factor is for a line anywhere with a

range of widths. On the other hand, if one asserts that
the line pair is from "" and "Z dark matter annihilation
channels, the trials factor can be calculated as follows:
The two " lines could have been anywhere between

the Z mass and 300 GeV. There are 12 log-spaced bins
of width 10% in that range. Also, there is no additional
trials factor for a width; we simply have two lines, and
we let their two amplitudes float as a free parameter, as
well as the WIMP mass. There is also a factor from the
number of line-producing scenarios: we could have seen
a single line or two lines from "" and "Z or "Z and "h.
Considering these 3 scenarios, we assign a trials factor
of 36 for the single-line fits. For o!-center fits, we use
36! 20 = 720.

5. DETAILED SPATIAL PROFILE OF THE CUSP

The cusp template used in Section 4 is assumed to
be centered on the GC, and the choice of 4! FWHM
is somewhat arbitrary. We would like the data tell us
what template to use, but there are so few photons, it is
di"cult to make sense of an unsmoothed map of counts.
However, the smoothed maps indicate the cusp is slightly
o! center (to the W of the GC) and it is essential to follow

this up.
In this section, we consider individual photon events

(not maps) and assume the exposure across the GC is
slowly varying. We project the event locations into his-
tograms of # and b and study the distributions, finding
parameters of a best-fit Gaussian. In this way, we may
find the location, shape, and significance of the 130 GeV
feature in a way that is independent of the previous sec-
tions, though somewhat less principled because we do
not explicitly use the exposure map. We will not use the
results of this section to raise our claimed significance,
but rather to emphasize that the cusp is centrally con-
centrated, has a sharp spectrum, and is somewhat o!
center.
We model the background spectrum to be dN/dE "

E"2.6, with the amplitude in each bin set by the 10-50
GeV average. The exposure map is a weak function of
position and energy, and we neglect that variation in this
analysis. An index of #2.5 gives a significantly worse fit
by overestimating counts at 100 to 200 GeV. The $0

emission is closer to #2.7 at lower energies, but #2.6 is a
conservative choice, because assuming lower background
at 130 GeV would make any excess more significant.
We consider two spatial projections of the photon dis-

tribution in the inner Galaxy. For the longitude projec-
tion, we project the region |#| < 10!, |b| < 5!, in 0.5!

bins of # yielding a nearly flat distribution (blue line in
top panels of Figure 15). For the latitude distribution,
we project the region #5 < # < 2, |b| < 10, in 0.5! bins
of b, finding the emission near the plane dominates (bot-
tom panels of Figure 15). From this we immediately see
that the Galactic plane is much brighter than elsewhere,
but the Galactic center is not particularly brighter than
elsewhere in the plane at 10 to 50 GeV.
In order to test for the existence of a bump, we com-

pare the lnL0 for the null hypothesis to a model with an
additional Gaussian of FWHM F!, centered at #0 with
peak height A!. We compute # lnL $ ln(L/L0) and ex-
press results using the test statistic (Mattox et al. 1996),
TS = 2# lnL. The test statistic plays the role #%2

would play in a Gaussian problem.
In comparing the lnL of two models, one must account

for the fact that the two models reside in di!erent pa-
rameter spaces. In our case, the null model space is a
subspace of the other with 3 fewer parameters, obtained
by setting A! to zero. In this case, the TS distribution
is simply the %2 distribution for 3 degrees of freedom.
Using photons from all incidence angles, the addition

of a Gaussian improves the TS by 36. This is not a
6! result because of the 3 additional degrees of freedom.
Rather, the probability that TS would be 36 or higher is
p = 7.5! 10"8, corresponding to 5.25! local significance
(not including the global trials factor). The parameters
of the Gaussian are F! = 1.4+1.6

"0.4, #0 = #1.5 ± 0.3, and
an amplitude corresponding to 14.0 photons (red line,



Results - DM limits 

Blue: “no-background limits”.
Black: limits obtained by marginalization over the CR source 
distribution, diffusive halo height and electron injection index, gas to 
dust ratio, in which CR sources are held to zero in the inner 3 kpc.
Limits with NFW profile (not shown) are only slightly better.

Limits on DM annihilation cross section, for ISOthermal DM profile and bbar channel 
(generic for most of particle physics models).

– Blue: limits obtained without any modeling of conventional astrophysical emission.
– generic WIMP models constrained below ~20 GeV. 
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Blue: “no-background limits”.
Black: limits obtained by marginalization over the CR source 
distribution, diffusive halo height and electron injection index, gas to 
dust ratio, in which CR sources are held to zero in the inner 3 kpc.
Limits with NFW profile (not shown) are only slightly better.
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Limits on DM annihilation cross section, for ISOthermal DM profile.
– leptonic final states: purple lines: limits derived by modeling only the direct photon emission. 

Purple regions: fit to PAMELA and Fermi LAT electron/positron data, [Cirelli et al., Nucl. Phys. B, 
2010]. -> covered in S. Profumo’s talk.
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Results - DM limits 

Blue: “no-background limits”.
Black: limits obtained by marginalization over the CR source 
distribution, diffusive halo height and electron injection index, gas to 
dust ratio, in which CR sources are held to zero in the inner 3 kpc.
Limits with NFW profile (not shown) are only slightly better.
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• Remaining parameters of the diffuse emission.
– Alfven speed, Galactic winds, ...

• estimated to be at the level of 10%.
• DM density profile and its overall normalization.

– sensitivity both on the DM density profile (probed) 
– and its overall normalization (factor of ~2). 

20

Parameter |⇥⌅/⌅| [%], bb̄ |⇥⌅/⌅| [%], µ+µ�

vA [ 30; 36; 45] km s�1 [ 6; 0; 11] [ 4.; 0; 9]

�p,1 [ 1.8; 1.9; 2;] [ 1.0; 0; 2.5] [1.5; 0; 2.0]

�p,2 [ 2.35; 2.39; 2.45] [ 2.5; 0; 1.5] [2.5; 0; 1.5]

⇤br,p [ 10; 11.5; 12.5] GV [ 0.5; 0; 1.0] [0.9; 0; 1.5]

d2HI [ 0.0110, 0.0140; 0.0170] 10�20 mag cm2 [3; 0; 12] [ 3;0; 9]

�e,2 [ 2.0; 2.45; 2.6] [ 17; 0; 7] [ 18; 0; 5]

(D0, zh) [ (5.0e28, 4); (7.1e28, 10)] cm2s�1 [ 0; 10] [ 0; 7]

CRSD [ SNR; Pulsar] [ 0; 61] [ 0; 59]

KRA(⇥ = 0.5); KOL(⇥ = 0.3); PD(⇥ = 0.6) [ 4.0; 0; 3.0] [1.0; 0; 5]

Vc [0; 20] km s�1 [ 0; 6] [ 0; 4]

GMF [ Conf 1, Conf 2] [ 0; 3] [ 0; 8]

TABLE III: Relative variation |⇥⌅/⌅|[%] of the limits on the DM velocity averaged annihilation cross-section derived in this
work with respect to changes in the underlying astrophysical di�use emission model. The table shows the relative variation for
selected DM models (bb̄ and µ+µ� channel, for a 150 GeV DM) in a simplified set-up when only one parameter is varied at a
time. Each row corresponds to the indicated parameter. The bold values correspond to the reference value.

[68], which has the bulge component increased by a factor of 10 (see [18, 69] for a detailed definition), which implies
an overall increase in the inner Galaxy of a factor of 2. The DM limits with this enhanced ISRF were, however, not
appreciably a�ected. We verified that the enhanced ISRF produces an enhanced IC component, but only within a
few degrees of the Galactic Center, thus not a�ecting the fit in our ROI. It also should be stressed that a more intense
ISRF implies more IC emission for the DM IC too, so that assuming a lower ISRF gives conservative limits. Finally,
an ISRF lower than the one assumed here is also possible, as the results obtained in [13] (see Figure 11 there) for
the CRSD following the pulsar distribution seems to indicate. However, the “ISRF normalization” reported in [13],
is more precisely a proxy for a combination of ISRF intensity, normalization of the CRE spectrum and halo size, so
that alternative explanations are possible.

We also checked more systematically other sources of uncertainties, but in a more simplified setup: we set a
particular model as reference and then we varied each parameter one at a time, keeping the others fixed, and for each
case we calculate the percentage variation in DM limits for selected DM models. We vary the parameters derived
from the CR fit, vA, �p,1, �p,2, ⇤br,p, and the (D0, zh) relation, within the uncertainty ranges derived in [13] enlarging
it by a factor of ⇥2 to take into account possible systematic uncertainties (the errors quoted in [13] are statistical
only). We also include in the list of the tested parameters the ones which are included in our model scan (CRSD,
d2HI, �e,2, (D0, zh)) to allow for a direct comparison. The following set of parameters, which lie close to the best
fit of our analysis, was chosen for the reference model: vA =36 km s�1, D0 = 5.0 1028cm2s�1, zh = 4 kpc, ⇥ = 0.3,
�p,1 = 1.9, �p,2 = 2.39, ⇤br,p = 11.5, �e,2 = 2.45, d2HI=0.014 �10�20 mag cm2, CRSD=SNR, Vc=0 km s�1. Results
are shown in Table III.

We can see that CR parameters such as vA and �p,1, �p,2, ⇤br,p, Vc and even di�erent gas maps have very low
(<⇥ 10%) impact on the DM limits. The table confirms that �e,2 and the CRSD (which we fix here to be the same
for protons and CREs) are the main parameters degenerate with DM and thus a�ecting the limits the most (up to
60%). The di�usion constant D0 is tightly correlated to the halo height zh. Therefore we vary the parameter pair
(D0, zh) instead of the single parameters, using their relation derived from the fit to the CR data described in Sec.
II. Nonetheless, the combination D0 and zh are included individually in the parameter scans of the previous section
used for the main results. As an additional check of the e�ect of the CR propagation parameters on the DM limits,
we find DM limits in three theoretical CR propagation setups: plain di�usion (PD, characterized by index of di�usion
of ⇥ = 0.6), Kraichanian (KRA, ⇥ = 0.5), and Kolmogorov (KOL, ⇥ = 0.3). In these cases, the rest of the CR
propagation parameters are found from the best fit to the CR data following the method described in [13, 70]. These
fits to CR are performed again without any DM component. We find that DM limits in these three CR di�usion
setups are also barely a�ected, in particular when compared to the e�ect of the CR source distribution, as shown in
Table III.

Finally we also consider an alternative configuration of the Galactic Magnetic Field (GMF). The reference one is
the default configuration used in GALPROP with an exponential profile in R and z and length scales of 10 kpc in R and
2 kpc in z, normalized to 5 µG locally (Conf 1). The alternative configuration we tested has in addition a further
component of constant 100 µG intensity within 0.4 kpc from the Galactic Center, as motivated by a recent work [71]
(Conf 2). This alternative configuration also produces changes in the limits of less than 10%.
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TABLE III: Relative variation |⇥⌅/⌅|[%] of the limits on the DM velocity averaged annihilation cross-section derived in this
work with respect to changes in the underlying astrophysical di�use emission model. The table shows the relative variation for
selected DM models (bb̄ and µ+µ� channel, for a 150 GeV DM) in a simplified set-up when only one parameter is varied at a
time. Each row corresponds to the indicated parameter. The bold values correspond to the reference value.

[68], which has the bulge component increased by a factor of 10 (see [18, 69] for a detailed definition), which implies
an overall increase in the inner Galaxy of a factor of 2. The DM limits with this enhanced ISRF were, however, not
appreciably a�ected. We verified that the enhanced ISRF produces an enhanced IC component, but only within a
few degrees of the Galactic Center, thus not a�ecting the fit in our ROI. It also should be stressed that a more intense
ISRF implies more IC emission for the DM IC too, so that assuming a lower ISRF gives conservative limits. Finally,
an ISRF lower than the one assumed here is also possible, as the results obtained in [13] (see Figure 11 there) for
the CRSD following the pulsar distribution seems to indicate. However, the “ISRF normalization” reported in [13],
is more precisely a proxy for a combination of ISRF intensity, normalization of the CRE spectrum and halo size, so
that alternative explanations are possible.

We also checked more systematically other sources of uncertainties, but in a more simplified setup: we set a
particular model as reference and then we varied each parameter one at a time, keeping the others fixed, and for each
case we calculate the percentage variation in DM limits for selected DM models. We vary the parameters derived
from the CR fit, vA, �p,1, �p,2, ⇤br,p, and the (D0, zh) relation, within the uncertainty ranges derived in [13] enlarging
it by a factor of ⇥2 to take into account possible systematic uncertainties (the errors quoted in [13] are statistical
only). We also include in the list of the tested parameters the ones which are included in our model scan (CRSD,
d2HI, �e,2, (D0, zh)) to allow for a direct comparison. The following set of parameters, which lie close to the best
fit of our analysis, was chosen for the reference model: vA =36 km s�1, D0 = 5.0 1028cm2s�1, zh = 4 kpc, ⇥ = 0.3,
�p,1 = 1.9, �p,2 = 2.39, ⇤br,p = 11.5, �e,2 = 2.45, d2HI=0.014 �10�20 mag cm2, CRSD=SNR, Vc=0 km s�1. Results
are shown in Table III.

We can see that CR parameters such as vA and �p,1, �p,2, ⇤br,p, Vc and even di�erent gas maps have very low
(<⇥ 10%) impact on the DM limits. The table confirms that �e,2 and the CRSD (which we fix here to be the same
for protons and CREs) are the main parameters degenerate with DM and thus a�ecting the limits the most (up to
60%). The di�usion constant D0 is tightly correlated to the halo height zh. Therefore we vary the parameter pair
(D0, zh) instead of the single parameters, using their relation derived from the fit to the CR data described in Sec.
II. Nonetheless, the combination D0 and zh are included individually in the parameter scans of the previous section
used for the main results. As an additional check of the e�ect of the CR propagation parameters on the DM limits,
we find DM limits in three theoretical CR propagation setups: plain di�usion (PD, characterized by index of di�usion
of ⇥ = 0.6), Kraichanian (KRA, ⇥ = 0.5), and Kolmogorov (KOL, ⇥ = 0.3). In these cases, the rest of the CR
propagation parameters are found from the best fit to the CR data following the method described in [13, 70]. These
fits to CR are performed again without any DM component. We find that DM limits in these three CR di�usion
setups are also barely a�ected, in particular when compared to the e�ect of the CR source distribution, as shown in
Table III.

Finally we also consider an alternative configuration of the Galactic Magnetic Field (GMF). The reference one is
the default configuration used in GALPROP with an exponential profile in R and z and length scales of 10 kpc in R and
2 kpc in z, normalized to 5 µG locally (Conf 1). The alternative configuration we tested has in addition a further
component of constant 100 µG intensity within 0.4 kpc from the Galactic Center, as motivated by a recent work [71]
(Conf 2). This alternative configuration also produces changes in the limits of less than 10%.

DM limits - additional uncertainties 
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<~ 10%
<~ 3%
<~ 3%
<~ 2 %
<~ 10 %

<~ 5%
<~ 6%
<~ 10%



Summary

• DM signal in our Galaxy high, but searches challenging due to bright diffuse 
emission signal degenerate with that of a DM. 

• Several conservative choices in the analysis:

– consider intermediate latitudes where uncertainty due to the profile is 
smaller.

– model and subtract astrophysical signal only at >3 kpc from the GC, which 
is relatively well modeled (compared to inner Galaxy).

• Derived competitive DM limits (comparable to those of dwarf Galaxies & with 
different type of uncertainties) and demonstrated a method which could be 
used to study presence of additional components in the diffuse emission.

• To come: improved modeling of astrophysical mission (finer grid, more 
propagation models, Fermi bubbles) & inclusion of  uncertainty in the DM 
density profile.
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Non linear Parameters Symbol Grid values

index of the injection CRE spectrum ⇥e,2 1.925, 2.050, 2.175, 2.300, 2.425, 2.550, 2.675, 2.800

half height of the di�usive haloa zh 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 15 kpc

dust to HI ratio d2HI (0.0120, 0.0130, 0.0140, 0.0150, 0.0160, 0.0170) �10�20 mag cm2

Linear Parameters Symbol Range of variation

eCRSD and pCRSD coe⇥cients cei ,c
p
i 0,+⇥

local H2 to CO factor Xloc
CO 0-50 �1020 cm�2 (K km s�1)�1

IGB normalization in various energy bins �IGB,m free

DM normalization �� free
aThe parameters D0, ⇥, vA, �p,1, �p,1, ⇤br,p are varied together with zh as indicated in Table I.

TABLE II: Summary table of the parameters varied in the fit. The top part of the table shows the non linear parameters and
the grid values at which the likelihood is computed. The bottom part shows the linear parameters and the range of variation
allowed in the fit. The coe⇥cients of the CRSDs are forced to be positive, except ce,p1 and ce,p2 which are set to zero. The local
XCO ratio is restricted to vary in the range 0-50 �1020 cm�2 (K km s�1)�1, while �IGB,m and �� are left free to assume both
positive and negative values. See the text for more details.

are confident that this approach gives the desired statistical properties, i.e., good coverage and discovery power, also
in our analysis.

B. Free CR Source Distribution and constrained setup limits

In this section we introduce the first set of linear parameter, i.e. the coe⇥cients defining the CRSDs. The remaining
linear parameters will be introduced in the next section.

As noted in section II, CRSDs (for example the ones considered in [13]) can be modeled from the direct observation
of tracers of SNR, and so can be observationally biased. The uncertainty in the distribution of the tracers in the inner
Galaxy is therefore large and should be taken into account in the derivation of the DM limits. We therefore fit the
CRSD from the gamma-ray data, as described below.

Due to the linearity of the propagation equation it is possible to combine solutions obtained from di�erent CRSDs.
To exploit this feature we define a parametric CRSD as sum of step functions in Galactocentric radius R, with each
step spanning a disjoint range in R:

e, pCRSD(R) =
�

i

ce,pi �(R�Ri)�(Ri+1 �R) (4)

We choose 7 steps with boundaries: Ri =0, 1.0, 3.0, 5.0, 7.0, 9.0, 12.0, 20.0 kpc. The expected gamma-ray all sky
emission for each of the 14 single-step primary e and p distributions are calculated with GALPROP. It is also worth
noting that a di�erent GALPROP run needs to be done for each set of values of the non-linear parameters, since, for
a given e, pCRSD the output depends on the entire propagation setup. For more accurate output, especially in the
inner Galaxy, which we are interested in, GALPROP is run with a finer grid in Galactocentric radius R with dr = 0.1
kpc, compared to the standard grid of dr = 1 kpc. The coe⇥cients ce,pi are set to unity for the individual GALPROP
runs and then fitted from the gamma-ray data as described below.

In order to have conservative and robust limits we constrain the parameter space defined above by setting ce,p1 =
ce,p2 = 0, i.e. setting to zero the e, pCRSDs in the inner Galaxy region, within 3 kpc of the Galactic Center. In this
way, potential e and p CR sources which would be required in the inner Galaxy will be potentially compensated by
DM, producing conservative constraints. A second important reason to set the inner e, pCRSDs to zero is the fact
that they are strongly degenerate with DM (especially the inner eCRSD, see Figure 1). Besides slight morphological
di�erences, an astrophysical CRE source in the inner Galaxy is hardly distinguishable from a DM source, apart,
perhaps, from di�erences in the energy spectrum. To break this degeneracy we would need to use data along the
Galactic Plane (within ±5� in latitude) since these are expected to be the most constraining for the e, pCRSDs in
the inner Galaxy. However, the Galactic Center region is quite complex and modeling it is beyond the scope of the
current paper. We therefore defer such a study to follow-up publications.

Full parameter tables
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positive and negative values. See the text for more details.

are confident that this approach gives the desired statistical properties, i.e., good coverage and discovery power, also
in our analysis.

B. Free CR Source Distribution and constrained setup limits

In this section we introduce the first set of linear parameter, i.e. the coe⇥cients defining the CRSDs. The remaining
linear parameters will be introduced in the next section.

As noted in section II, CRSDs (for example the ones considered in [13]) can be modeled from the direct observation
of tracers of SNR, and so can be observationally biased. The uncertainty in the distribution of the tracers in the inner
Galaxy is therefore large and should be taken into account in the derivation of the DM limits. We therefore fit the
CRSD from the gamma-ray data, as described below.

Due to the linearity of the propagation equation it is possible to combine solutions obtained from di�erent CRSDs.
To exploit this feature we define a parametric CRSD as sum of step functions in Galactocentric radius R, with each
step spanning a disjoint range in R:

e, pCRSD(R) =
�

i

ce,pi �(R�Ri)�(Ri+1 �R) (4)

We choose 7 steps with boundaries: Ri =0, 1.0, 3.0, 5.0, 7.0, 9.0, 12.0, 20.0 kpc. The expected gamma-ray all sky
emission for each of the 14 single-step primary e and p distributions are calculated with GALPROP. It is also worth
noting that a di�erent GALPROP run needs to be done for each set of values of the non-linear parameters, since, for
a given e, pCRSD the output depends on the entire propagation setup. For more accurate output, especially in the
inner Galaxy, which we are interested in, GALPROP is run with a finer grid in Galactocentric radius R with dr = 0.1
kpc, compared to the standard grid of dr = 1 kpc. The coe⇥cients ce,pi are set to unity for the individual GALPROP
runs and then fitted from the gamma-ray data as described below.

In order to have conservative and robust limits we constrain the parameter space defined above by setting ce,p1 =
ce,p2 = 0, i.e. setting to zero the e, pCRSDs in the inner Galaxy region, within 3 kpc of the Galactic Center. In this
way, potential e and p CR sources which would be required in the inner Galaxy will be potentially compensated by
DM, producing conservative constraints. A second important reason to set the inner e, pCRSDs to zero is the fact
that they are strongly degenerate with DM (especially the inner eCRSD, see Figure 1). Besides slight morphological
di�erences, an astrophysical CRE source in the inner Galaxy is hardly distinguishable from a DM source, apart,
perhaps, from di�erences in the energy spectrum. To break this degeneracy we would need to use data along the
Galactic Plane (within ±5� in latitude) since these are expected to be the most constraining for the e, pCRSDs in
the inner Galaxy. However, the Galactic Center region is quite complex and modeling it is beyond the scope of the
current paper. We therefore defer such a study to follow-up publications.
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Parameter |⇥⌅/⌅| [%], bb̄ |⇥⌅/⌅| [%], µ+µ�

vA [ 30; 36; 45] km s�1 [ 6; 0; 11] [ 4.; 0; 9]

�p,1 [ 1.8; 1.9; 2;] [ 1.0; 0; 2.5] [1.5; 0; 2.0]

�p,2 [ 2.35; 2.39; 2.45] [ 2.5; 0; 1.5] [2.5; 0; 1.5]

⇤br,p [ 10; 11.5; 12.5] GV [ 0.5; 0; 1.0] [0.9; 0; 1.5]

d2HI [ 0.0110, 0.0140; 0.0170] 10�20 mag cm2 [3; 0; 12] [ 3;0; 9]

�e,2 [ 2.0; 2.45; 2.6] [ 17; 0; 7] [ 18; 0; 5]

(D0, zh) [ (5.0e28, 4); (7.1e28, 10)] cm2s�1 [ 0; 10] [ 0; 7]

CRSD [ SNR; Pulsar] [ 0; 61] [ 0; 59]

KRA(⇥ = 0.5); KOL(⇥ = 0.3); PD(⇥ = 0.6) [ 4.0; 0; 3.0] [1.0; 0; 5]

Vc [0; 20] km s�1 [ 0; 6] [ 0; 4]

GMF [ Conf 1, Conf 2] [ 0; 3] [ 0; 8]

TABLE III: Relative variation |⇥⌅/⌅|[%] of the limits on the DM velocity averaged annihilation cross-section derived in this
work with respect to changes in the underlying astrophysical di�use emission model. The table shows the relative variation for
selected DM models (bb̄ and µ+µ� channel, for a 150 GeV DM) in a simplified set-up when only one parameter is varied at a
time. Each row corresponds to the indicated parameter. The bold values correspond to the reference value.

[68], which has the bulge component increased by a factor of 10 (see [18, 69] for a detailed definition), which implies
an overall increase in the inner Galaxy of a factor of 2. The DM limits with this enhanced ISRF were, however, not
appreciably a�ected. We verified that the enhanced ISRF produces an enhanced IC component, but only within a
few degrees of the Galactic Center, thus not a�ecting the fit in our ROI. It also should be stressed that a more intense
ISRF implies more IC emission for the DM IC too, so that assuming a lower ISRF gives conservative limits. Finally,
an ISRF lower than the one assumed here is also possible, as the results obtained in [13] (see Figure 11 there) for
the CRSD following the pulsar distribution seems to indicate. However, the “ISRF normalization” reported in [13],
is more precisely a proxy for a combination of ISRF intensity, normalization of the CRE spectrum and halo size, so
that alternative explanations are possible.

We also checked more systematically other sources of uncertainties, but in a more simplified setup: we set a
particular model as reference and then we varied each parameter one at a time, keeping the others fixed, and for each
case we calculate the percentage variation in DM limits for selected DM models. We vary the parameters derived
from the CR fit, vA, �p,1, �p,2, ⇤br,p, and the (D0, zh) relation, within the uncertainty ranges derived in [13] enlarging
it by a factor of ⇥2 to take into account possible systematic uncertainties (the errors quoted in [13] are statistical
only). We also include in the list of the tested parameters the ones which are included in our model scan (CRSD,
d2HI, �e,2, (D0, zh)) to allow for a direct comparison. The following set of parameters, which lie close to the best
fit of our analysis, was chosen for the reference model: vA =36 km s�1, D0 = 5.0 1028cm2s�1, zh = 4 kpc, ⇥ = 0.3,
�p,1 = 1.9, �p,2 = 2.39, ⇤br,p = 11.5, �e,2 = 2.45, d2HI=0.014 �10�20 mag cm2, CRSD=SNR, Vc=0 km s�1. Results
are shown in Table III.

We can see that CR parameters such as vA and �p,1, �p,2, ⇤br,p, Vc and even di�erent gas maps have very low
(<⇥ 10%) impact on the DM limits. The table confirms that �e,2 and the CRSD (which we fix here to be the same
for protons and CREs) are the main parameters degenerate with DM and thus a�ecting the limits the most (up to
60%). The di�usion constant D0 is tightly correlated to the halo height zh. Therefore we vary the parameter pair
(D0, zh) instead of the single parameters, using their relation derived from the fit to the CR data described in Sec.
II. Nonetheless, the combination D0 and zh are included individually in the parameter scans of the previous section
used for the main results. As an additional check of the e�ect of the CR propagation parameters on the DM limits,
we find DM limits in three theoretical CR propagation setups: plain di�usion (PD, characterized by index of di�usion
of ⇥ = 0.6), Kraichanian (KRA, ⇥ = 0.5), and Kolmogorov (KOL, ⇥ = 0.3). In these cases, the rest of the CR
propagation parameters are found from the best fit to the CR data following the method described in [13, 70]. These
fits to CR are performed again without any DM component. We find that DM limits in these three CR di�usion
setups are also barely a�ected, in particular when compared to the e�ect of the CR source distribution, as shown in
Table III.

Finally we also consider an alternative configuration of the Galactic Magnetic Field (GMF). The reference one is
the default configuration used in GALPROP with an exponential profile in R and z and length scales of 10 kpc in R and
2 kpc in z, normalized to 5 µG locally (Conf 1). The alternative configuration we tested has in addition a further
component of constant 100 µG intensity within 0.4 kpc from the Galactic Center, as motivated by a recent work [71]
(Conf 2). This alternative configuration also produces changes in the limits of less than 10%.



• Fits at different grid points are compared using the Profile likelihood 
method.

– Minima of LogL functions is well populated, making it possible to set 3(5)σ DM 
limits marginalizing over many astro models.

• The envelope of all LogL curves represents the final profile likelihood over 
which we set limits.

Profile likelihood method 
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Fitting procedure - linear fits 

• For each DM model and each point on a grid we fit such whole sky maps to 
the data:

– fitting components: three components of the astrophysical emission, dark matter 
maps and an isotropic map representing extragalactic emission.

• We leave the overall normalizations (in each galactocentric ring) as a free 
parameters of a fit, incorporating both morphology and spectra. 
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CR source distribution

20

Astrophysical model: Cosmic 
ray source distribution

18

There are four different source distributions currently considered in the Fermi 

analysis of the diffuse signal (Troy’s talk).

Since in this model CR sources go to zero in 

the GC region and have low gradient in the 

nearby region, -> it gives one of the most 

conservative DM limits, among currently 

discussed models. 

In this analysis we use the distribution of 

CR sources (SNR) as inferred from the 

direct observation of SNR (Case & 

Bhattacharya 1998). This distribution is 

based on the observation of 46 SNR, and is 

expected to suffer from heavy 

observational bias, especially in the GC 

region, which is the most critical for the 

DM searches. 
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FIG. 7: Counts map of the ROI that we consider (upper left panel), model prediction for a model (without DM) close to the
best fit (zh = 10 kpc, �e,2 = 2.3 and d2HI=0.0140 �10�20 mag cm2) parameter region (upper right), and residuals in units of ⇥
for the same model (second row left) and when DM (of mass m�=150 GeV and annihilating into bb̄) is also included in the fit
(second row right). Third row: same as second row but with 2FGL point sources masked instead of 1FGL. Fourth row: 1FGL
mask (left) and 2FGL mask (right). The model and data counts and the residuals have been smoothed with a 1.25⇥ Gaussian
filter. The point sources mask in the residuals have been applied before and after the smoothing.

an artifact of the fit to compensate for this missing component. Gas misplaced in incorrect annuli also could be an
alternative explanation.

We also show the point-source mask used based on the 1FGL catalog and, for comparison, the mask based on the
2FGL catalog [52] and the residuals using this mask. Overall, it can be seen that the 2FGL mask covers few point
sources which are apparent in the residuals with the 1FGL mask. The large scale features in the residuals are however
unchanged, apart from a small part of Loop I near (l,b)⇥(�45,10) which is resolved into sources.

IX. DISCUSSION ON MODEL UNCERTAINTIES

In deriving our limits above we have taken into account many possible uncertainties like the ones in the e, pCRSDs,
in zh, the electron index and the dust to gas ratio. We check below the importance of further uncertainties which we
have not considered explicitly in our scan.

An important component for which there is still a considerable uncertainty is the ISRF. In particular, the ISRF in
the inner Galaxy is quite uncertain and the default model we used could be a substantial underestimate of the true
one in this region. Very di�erent ISRFs would a�ect the propagation of CREs through energy losses and this could
be especially relevant for the DM models in which the IC component is important and provide strong constraints,
like µ channels. Modes dominated by prompt radiation, like b and � should, instead, not be significantly subject to
uncertainties in the ISRF. To make an explicit check we repeated our entire analysis using a di�erent ISRF model

Residuals
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FIG. 3: Profile likelihood curves for zh, �e,2 and d2HI. The various curves refer to the case of no DM or di⇥erent DM models
(see the legend in the figure, where we mark a dominant decay (DEC) or annihilation (AN) channel and the assumed DM
profile). All minima are normalized to the same level. Horizontal dotted lines indicate, as in Figure 2, a di⇥erence in �2�logL
from the minimum of 9 (3⇥) and 25 (5⇥).

C. Fitting procedure

In the fit of the expected gamma-ray emission to the Fermi LAT data we determine the normalizations of the
contributions from DM and from each step of the CRSD function defined in Eqn. 4 that best fit the data. To achieve
this, we need to split each contribution into several components corresponding to the type of target and physical
process responsible for the emission. The emission from �0 decay depends only on the distribution of the CR nuclei
sources, while the emission from bremsstrahlung and inverse Compton depends only on the distribution of the CR
electron sources (emission from interactions of secondary electrons produced in CR nuclei interactions is negligible
above 1 GeV). The gamma-ray emission arising from interactions of CRs with molecular gas traced by CO depends
further on the assumed conversion factor XCO between the CO intensity and the column density of the molecular
gas. This conversion factor is uncertain and we vary it freely for each annulus. We determine e�ective XCO factors
implicitly in the fit by splitting the calculated expected gamma-ray emission from CR interactions with molecular
gas into Galactocentric annuli which are separately normalized. Additionally an isotropic component arising from the
extragalactic gamma-ray background and misclassified charged particles needs to be included to fit the Fermi LAT
data. We do not include sources in the fit as we use a mask to filter the 1FGL point sources (cf. Sec V). To rule out
the possibility that some bright sources might leak out of the mask and bias the fit we performed test fits including
explicitly the 1FGL point sources as a further template map, finding that the inclusion of the point sources introduces
only a negligible change in the results. Equation 5 summarizes how we parametrize the expected gamma-ray emission
I in the fit based on the components mentioned above. Each component is calculated using GALPROP and is available

Non linear parameters
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as a template map after the GALPROP run. In summary, the various GALPROP outputs are combined as:

I =
⇧

i

⇤
cpi

�
Hi

⇥0 +
⇧

j

Xj
COH

ij
2 ⇥0

⇥
+

cei
�
Hi

bremss +
⇧

j

Xj
COH

ij
2 bremss + ICi

⇥⌅
+

�⇤ (⌅� + ⌅ic) +
⇧

m

�IGB,m IGBm. (5)

The sum over i is the sum over all step-like CRSD functions, the sum over j corresponds to the sum over all
Galactocentric annuli (details of the procedure of a placement of the gas in Galactocentric annuli and their boundaries
are given in [13]). H denotes the gamma-ray emission from atomic and ionized interstellar gas while H2 the one from
molecular hydrogen and IC the Inverse Compton emission. ⌅� and ⌅ic are the prompt and Inverse Compton (when
present) DM contribution and �⇤ the overall DM normalization. IGBm denote the Isotropic Gamma-ray Background
(IGB) intensity for each of the five energy bins over which the index m runs. For better stability of the fit the template
for IGBm is build starting from an IGB with a power law spectrum and normalization as given in [61]. In this way
the fit coe⇤cients �IGB,m are typically of order 1. In all the rest of the expression in Eqn. 5 the energy index m is
implicit since we don’t allow for the freedom of varying the GALPROP output from energy bin to energy bin. Finally,
it should be also noted that in our case, where we mask ±5⇥ along the plane, the above expression actually simplifies
considerably since only the local ring XCO factor enters the sum, since all the other H2 rings do not extend further
than 5 degrees from the plane. Also to be noted is the fact that, since in Eqn. 5 H2 denotes a gamma-ray emission
map, the expression has been already intrinsically multiplied by an XCO factor to convert the CO line intensity into
an H2 column density. We in fact normalize all the H2 gamma-ray maps using the value XCO = 1 ⇥ 1020 cm�2 (K
km s�1)�1. The XCO in Eqn. 5 are thus adimentional ratios with respect to the reference value 1 ⇥ 1020 cm�2 (K
km s�1)�1. With a slight abuse of notation we denote them also as XCO factors.

The above expression predicts the expected gamma-ray counts in terms of the parameters (ce,pi , Xj
CO, �IGB,m and

�⇤ for a total of 7+7+1+5+1=21 parameters). GaRDiAn is used to build the profile likelihood for the intensity of the
DM component �⇤ by finding the set of parameter values which maximize the likelihood for a given �⇤.

The outlined procedure is then repeated for each set of values of the non-linear propagation and injection parameters
to obtain the full set of profile likelihood curves. We scan over the following three parameters: the half-height of the
di⇥usive zone zh, the index of the electron injection spectrum ⇥e,2 and the dust-to-H i ratio d2HI. Specifically, we
choose 6 values of zh = 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 15 kpc, 8 values of ⇥e,2 linearly spaced between 1.925 and 2.8, and 6 values of
d2HI linearly spaced in the range (0.0120 - 0.0170) ⇥10�20 mag cm2. Taking into account the 7 step functions used
for the e, pCRSDs we scan over a grid of 7⇥5⇥8⇥6=1680 GALPROP models (or rather GALPROP runs since combinations
of the steps are e⇥ectively a single GALPROP model.).

In order to follow more easily the entire fitting procedure we report in Table II a summary of all the parameters
employed in our analysis, linear and non-linear, together with their range of variation in the fit or discrete values used
in the grid.

Figure 2 shows some examples of the profile likelihoods for selected DM masses and annihilation channels. The
limits are set by first finding the absolute minimum and then looking at the intersection between the envelope of
the various parabolae and the 3 and 5 ⇤ horizontal lines. An important point to note is that, for each DM model,
the global minimum we found lies within the 3(5) ⇤ regions of many di⇥erent models. This is a basic sanity check
against a bias in our procedure, as would be suspected if the model giving the minimum was inconsistent with the
bulk of the other models considered. This point is further illustrated in Figure 3, where the profile likelihoods for
the three nonlinear parameters, zh, ⇥e,2 and d2HI, are shown. To ease reading of the figure the profiling is actually
performed with further grouping DM models with di⇥erent DM masses, but keeping the di⇥erent DM channels, DM
profiles and the annihilation/decay cases separately. The curve for the fit without DM is also shown for comparison.
Each resulting curve has been further rescaled to a common minimum, since we are interested in showing that several
models are within �2�logL ⇤ 25 around the minimum for each DM fit. The ⇥e,2 profile, for example, indicates that
all models with ⇥e,2 from 1.9 to 2.4 are within �2�logL ⇤ 25 around the minimum illustrating that the sampling
around each of the minima for the six DM models is dense. Similarly, the d2HI profile indicates that all models with
d2HI in the range (0.120 - 0.160) ⇥10�20 mag cm2 are within 5⇤ from the minima for each of the six DM models.
Finally the zh profile indicates that basically all the considered values of zh are close to the absolute minima. This
last result is not surprising since, within our low-latitude ROI, we have little sensitivity to di⇥erent zh and basically
all of them fit equally well. There is some tendency to favor higher values of zh when DM is not included in the fit,
while with DM the trend is inverted, although the feature is not extremely significant it is potentially very interesting.

As explained in Sec. III, in our analysis the DM parameter is the one of prime interest and we thus treat the
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